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NOTE ON THE OSCILLATION OF DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS WITH DEVIATING ARGUMENT 
RUDOLF OLAH, 2ilina 
(Received June 2, 1981) 
In this paper we are concerned with the oscillatory behavior of solutions of the 
nonlinear differential equation with deviating argument 
(1) yin)(t) + P(t)f(y(g(t))) = 0, n = 2, 
and of the linear differential equation with delayed argument 
(2) y{n)(t) + p(t)y(g(t)) = 0, n = 3 . 
A solution y(t) of the equation (1) or (2) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily 
large zeros, and it is called nonoscillatory otherwise. 
Lemma 1 (Kiguradze). Let y(t) be a solution of equation (1) or (2) satisfying the 
condition 
y(t) > 0 for t e [t0, co) , 
and let 
y(n)(t) = 0 for te [t0, oo) . 
Then there exist tt e [tQ, oo) and an integer I e {0, 1, ..., n) such that 1 + n is 
odd and 
(3) /»(*) > 0 for t 6 [tl9 oo) (i = 0,..., / - 1) , 
( - l ) l + l / ' > ( r ) > 0 for te[tl9 oo) (i = /,..., n - 1) . 
An analogous statement can be made if y(t) < 0 and y(nj(t) ^ 0 for t e [f0, oo). 
EQUATION (1) 
We consider equation (l) where 
a) p(t) is continuous and nonnegative on [f0, co); 
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b) g(t) is a continuous and nondecreasing function on [f<, oo) such that lim g(t) = oo; 
f->00 
c) f(u) is a continuous function on R = (— oo, oo) such that uf(u) > 0 for u #= 0. 
We restrict our consideration to those solutions y(t) of (l) which exist on some 
interval [Ty, oo) and satisfy 
sup {|y(0| • 'o .= t < 00} > 0 for any t0 e [Tv, oo). 
We introduce the notation: 
g0(t) = min {g(t), t) , 
Mf = max \ lim sup -j- , lim sup - - - - 1 . 
l"-«> /(y) -—00 f(y)J 
The next lemma characterizes the oscillatory behavior of bounded solutions. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that the conditions a)—c) are satisfied and in addition, 
/•oo 
(4) f~-p(t)dt= oo. 
Then every bounded of equation (1) is oscillatory, if n is even, and every bounded 
solution of equation (l) is oscillatory or lim y(0(f) = 0, 1 = 0, 1, ..., n — 1, if n 
is odd. '-00 
Proof. Let j(/) be a bounded and positive solution of equation (1) on [f0, oo) and 
let y(g(t)) > 0 for t ^ tx ^ t0. From the equality 
yw(<) = z \ - i r ; V - ^ r y { i > ® + 1 ( 1)B ~\<; ['(» - T'-V°(-)<--, 
i-j (i - ;)! (« - ; - 1)! J , 
s ^ f ^ f., with regard to equation (1) we get 
(5) />•(.) = " E ( - i ) ' w ^ " - ^ *"(-) + 
(* - 7). 
+ r ^ ~ T r ] i j ) u ~ fr"'"1 *«)/()<*(«)))<-- • 
Let ?z be even. Because >>(f) is positive and bounded solution of equation (l), in view 
of Lemma 1 we have / = 1 and for j = 1, (5) implies 
/w - ~~h)\ [{u ~ t)a~2 *<M)/^u)))d" • 
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Integrating the last inequality from Tto t, t > T = tl9 we obtain 
y(0 = — i — \\u - T ) - 1 p(u)f(y(g(u)))du . 
( n - l ) ! j r 
Since >>(*) is nondecreasing and bounded we have \c = y(g(t)) < c for t = f2 = ^ 
where c is a suitable positive constant. Hence there exist positive constants ct, c2 
such that ct ^ f(y(g(0)) =
 c2> ' = *2> s*nce *he interval [}c, c) is bounded. As 
t -> oo we have 
c>-L[°0(W-7r
lK")d", 
(" - !)!Jf2 
which contradicts (4). 
Let n be odd. In view of the fact that y(t) is bounded, / = 0 and from the equality 
(5) for j = 0 we get 
y(r) - y(t) = — ± - r \\u - T ) - 1 p(u)f(y(g(u))) du , t = T = h . 
( « - l ) ! j r 
Since y(t) is a nonincreasing solution of (1) we have y(t) -> L > 0 or y(t) -> 0 as 
t -> oo. Let y(t) -> L > 0, then L < y(t) = 2L for t = t2 = T. Then there exist 
positive constants Llf L2 such that Li = f(y(g(0)) = 2̂> ' ~ t2. As t -> oo we get 
y(t) > y(T) - L > - ^ - ["(u - T ) - 1 K") d« , 
( " - !)!Jf2 
which contradicts (4), so lim y(t) = 0. The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
f-»oo 
Theorem 1. Suppose that the conditions a) — c) are satisfied, Mf < oo and in 
addition, 
(6) lim sup [goO)]""1 \°°KS) d s > M / ( " - !) ! • 
f-+oo ' Jf 
The« every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory, if n is even, and every solution 
of equation (1) is oscillatory or lim y(i)(t) = 0, i = 0, 1, ..., n — 1, if n is odd. 
f-+oo 
Proof. Let y(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1). Without loss of gen-
erality we may suppose that y(t) is eventually positive on [t0, oo). Let y(g(t)) > 0 
for t = tt ^ tQ. 
Suppose that n is even and 1=1. From (5) with regard to Lemma 1 for j = 1 we 
obtain 
y'® = T - 1 ^ ; f°°(a ~ V~2 K«)/Wff(«)))d«» t ̂  r.. 
(n - 2 ) ! J t 
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Integiation of the last inequality from Tto t, t > T ^ tl9 yields 
( 7 ) 
y(t) = J-^-T. f (« - T)*-> p(u)f(y(g(u)))du + ( < " ^ f°j<«)/G{*(«)))d«, 
(» - l ) U r (» - -)' J . 
which implies 
( n - 0 ! J ,o(o 
for l ^ (2 | T, where f2 is sufficiently large. From the last inequality we have 
(8) y(g(t)) Z frf "ff"1 rP(u)f(y(g(u))) du , t Z t2 . 
("-!)! J/ 
Notice that the condition (6) implies (4). Otherwise if 
/.oo 
f'1 p(t)dt < oo , 
then 
/*oo 1*00 
0 < lim sup [go(0]и_1 P(s) ás = l i п1 sup s""1 p(s) ás = 0 , 
t->oo J t ř-+oo J ř 
which is a contradiction. 
If j(t) increases to a finite limit as t -> oo, then similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2 
we get a contradiction with (4). 
Let y(t) increase to infinity as t -> oo. From (8) we get 
* W ) S X K O ) b f ^ r K 0 ) ^ f a u , 
(n - 1)! J, y(5(")) 
-uv y(g(u)) ( « - i ) i J / w 
z^(0)/(z) (n-1)! J / W 
(n - 1)! lim sup - £ - ^ lim sup [o0(f) - T]""1 | p(w) du , 
*-,» / ( z ) '-°° J, 
which contradicts the condition (6). 
Let n be odd and / = 0. In view of Lemma 1, from (5) for ;' = 0, / > T>. /., 
we have 
y{J)" -v(,) - (n~hy. j'T
{u ~ r)B_1 p(")/W^(")))d" • 
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Since y'(t) g 0 for t > T, y(t) decreases to a limit L = 0 as / -* oo. Let L > 0. Then 
similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2 we get a contradiction with (4), so lim y(t) = 0. 
f-*oo 
Let / e {2,..., n - 1}. With regard to Lemma 1, from (5) for ; = /, t > T ^ tu 
we have 
y0>® * ?—i—n. H " " t r " 1 K«)f(^(«)))d« • 
(n-l- 1)!J, 
Integrating the inequality from Tto t, we obtain 
/"'it) >= {t~ ^ " ' rP(u)f(y(g(u)))du . (« - 0 ! J« 
Repeating this proceoure we get 
/ ( W * ^"łГк«)/Cy(g(»)))d-. (n-2)! J( 
which leads to the inequality 
J<O ̂  r ( " T i r p(«)f(y(^(«)))d«+{t T ^ x f%(«)/(y(fl(«)))d«, 
J T ( n - 1)! (n - 1)! J, 
which is the inequality (7). The proof now proceeds as above, when y(t) increases to 
infinity. This completes the proof. 
Example [5]. For the equation with a delayed argument 
/ 4 ) ( 0 + ^ T y(kt) = ° ' 0 < f c < l , t~>0, 
Ѓ 
Í 
the well-known sufficient condition for oscillation of every solution 
[9{t)]3-£p(t)dt= co ( 0 < e ) f 
is not satisfied, but the condition (6) is. So every solution of this equation is oscillatory. 
EQUATION (2) 
We consider equation (2) where 
a i ) p(t) 1s continuous and nonnegative on [f0, oo); 
bj) g(t) is a continuously differentiable nondecreasing function on [f0, oo) such 
that g(t) g t and lim g(t) = oo, g'(t) ^ 1. 
f-*oo 
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Lemma 3. Suppose that the conditions a,), b.) are satisfied and let le{l,... 




y<i-i,(t) = ^.-D^) + ) j" f°°(M - sy-
l-'p(u)y(g(u))duds, 
(n - 1 - / ) ! J , J S 
j < 0 ^ ( f " . t !
l ) ' " 1 3 ' ( , " 1 ) ( 0 . *e[. . ,oo). 
This lemma is a consequence of Lemma 1.4 in [3] and Lemma 2 in [2]. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that the conditions ax), b t) are satisfied and let 1 e {1,... 
..., n — 1}, / -f- n odd and /ef a solution y(t) of equation (2) satisfy the condition 
(3). Then fhe integral equation 
(9) f"(t) + r^r. f"[.?(«) - flfo]-3 P(«) <</(«)) d« = 0 
( » - 3 ) ! J* 
has a nonoscillatory solution. 
Proof. With regard to Lemma 3 we get 
y(9(t)) = M O - ' . ] "
1 ,(«-!,(,(,)) •> ^ O - ^ - ) ] ' - 1 ,<«-->(,(,)) , 
t §; s ^ t2, where f2 = *i *
s a sufficiently large number. The condition bx) implies 
g(0 — d{s) ^ t — s, t ^ s *z t2, and in view of Lemma 3 we have 
/«-->(,)£/«-«(, ,)+_J_ r r°°[̂ («) - ff(s)]"-
2 p<«) ̂ '-̂ (̂ (w)) d« ds. 
(« -2 ) ! j , J s 
Now the method of successive approximations asserts that there is a continuous 
function v(t) on \t2, oo) such that 
/l-1\t2)^v{t)^^-
i>(t), t>t2, 
v(t) = /'-'X'-) + r - ^ r , f ("Wo - ^s)]"-2 K«)«<»(••))*• ^ . 
(»--)'J.J. 
which is a solution of equation (9). 
Theorem 2. Suppose that the conditions a.), b j are satisfied and let 
(10) lim sup g(t) f "^(s) ]"" 2 p(s) ds > (n - 1)!. 
!-»«> J , 
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Then every solution of equation (2) is oscillatory, if n is even, and every solution 
of equation (2) is oscillatory or lim y(l)(t) = 0, i = 0, 1,..., n — 1, if n is odd. 
f-*oo 
Proof. Let^f) be a positive solution of equation (2). Choose t0 so that y(g(t)) > 0 
for t ^ t0. Then in view of Lemma 1 there is a number tx e [t0, oo) and / e {0, 1, ... 
..., n — 1} such that / + n is odd and (3) is satisfied. 
Let / = 0, then y(t) is bounded and in view of Lemma 2 (which holds for equation 
(2) as well) we have lim y(i)(t) = 0, i = 0, 1, ..., n - 1. 
f->oo 
Let I e {1,. . . , n — 1}. Then with regard to Lemma 4 equation (9) has a nonoscil-
latory solution v(t) > 0, t 2: t2 ^ tv Integrating equation (9) from t to z, z > t = t2, 
we have 
v'(z) - v'(t) = - -±-Jgi(u)^[g(s) - g(u)-]-3p(s)v(g(s))dsdu . 
Let z -> oo, then 
»'(o ̂  ( ^ h " i / ( M ) r [ f l ( s ) ~ ^M^"3l'(s)t'^s))dsdM -
= — ^ f°V0 «&(')) fV(«) [g(s) - g(u)f-3 du ds . 
("-3 /J . J. 
Since v'(t) is noninscreasing, we get 
v'(9(t)) ^ - - - - - - j ^ [«(») - ^ ( t ) ] - 2 p(5) <a(s)) ds . 
Multiplying the last inequality by g'(t) and integrating from Tto t, t > T;_ r2, we 
obtain 
K»(0) = r ^ - - - | J Vs) KKs)) J V(«) b(s) - 9(u)\-2 d« ds + 
+ Ks) H0(XO t7'(«) [»(s) - 0(M)]""2 d« ds , 
<9(t)) ^ - ^ J"**-) «<ff(-))|V(«) [>(*) - 0(")]""2 du ds , 
(n - 1)! £ [9(0 - a(T)] f ™lg(s) - a(T)]-
2 p(s) ds , 
and from the last inequality we obtain a contradiction with (10). This completes the 
proof. 
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Corollary. Suppose that the contitions a^, b x ) are satisfied and there exists a non-
decreasing function coe C[[t0, oo), (0, oo)] such that 
(„) f*--L<«. and r f e - f l ^ i _ ) d , _ 0 o , , , , [ „ „ ) . 
J„ ' -( ' ) J., -M')) 
Then every solution of equation (2) is oscillatory, if n is even, and every solution 
of equation (2) is oscillatory or lim y{i)(t) = 0, i = 0, 1,..., n — 1, if n is odd. 
f-+oo 
Proof. We shall prove that if (11) holds, then 
^ 0 0 
(12) Шп 8ир д(1) [д(з)]п~2 К 5 ) <*5 = °° • 
8ирро$е 1Ьа1 
/•оо 
»(0 [>(-)]"" * К 5 ) <*5 -- С0 ГОГ . 6 [•!, СО) . 
ТЬеп 
Г ЙЙЕ^Й а, - _,„) Г И_Г!А) „ + 9(„) Г И_Г1*_ „„ + 
.'», «лек*)) ^« ®(-,(«)) ^.1 «Од»)) 
+ Г ^ ) Г
[ 0 ( ц ) Г 2 р ( ц ) с 1 и с 1 ^ ^ ^ + 
л,.^ч. а<0(«)) -^1*0) 
.̂1 яОМ-Ч*)) ^8 Ыекои 
+ Г_в_И_^_ 
^^1 в(я)о>(^(5)) 
\УЫСЬ соп1гасНс18 (11). 8о Ше сопёШоп (12) ЬоШз апё \уе сап арр1у ТЬеогет 2. 
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